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Press Release
Fiorano (MO), June 2011

Northern Europe won over by the technologies and know-how of System Logistics
Spendrups, a Swedish leading company, has placed a new order with System Logistics for a project
that involves the
construction of a system capable of concentrating finished product storage and optimizing
distribution at the Spendrups
Brewery in Grängesberg. The system will consist of 12 stacker cranes to accommodate
approximately 47,000 pallet slots.
Spendrups order follows the two big Carlsberg Automatic Case Picking systems by System Logistics
for a new mixed pallet creation technology which allows Carlsberg to match with its high
demanding distribution needs. Cases are automatically depalletized and the single SKU’s are then
diverted in Buffering/Sequencing Modules (VLS). From there, thanks to a patented best fitting
software and an innovative Automatic Single Case Palletizers, the mixed Order pallets
are then created. The best fitting software fully developed by System Logistics, chose in a blink of
an eye the best
possible pallet configuration as far as concerns stability, space occupancy, ergonomics, among
billion of different
possible configurations. Branded MOPS® (Modular Order Picking System), infact, could be scaled
up by adding Modules thanks to its modularity.
Carlsberg and Spendrups decision to select System Logistics as their supplier is a testament to the
excellent results the Italian company has achieved in recent years in the food and beverage sector.
Technologies dedicated to the beverage sector and technical design expertise led to the creation
of a partnership and a relationship based upon mutual trust between the food and beverage
companies and System Logistics.
For more information: http://systemlogistics.com/
The Company
System Logistics is a leading global supplier of innovative solutions of intra-logistics and
material handling for the optimization of the supply chain of warehouses, distribution
centers, and manufacturing operations worldwide.
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